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Depth Of Field Generator PRO is a useful Photoshop plugin capable of producing high quality, complex Bokeh and Depth of Field
effects. Depth Of Field Generator PRO uses front/rear focus pixels generated by the camera sensor and lens to emulate an out of
focus blur effect. Depth Of Field Generator PRO can generate a shallow Depth of Field, a medium one or a Deep one – it is
extremely flexible and all combinations are possible. Depth of Field Generator PRO is perfect for creative photography, as the
camera settings are automatically calculated to create a blurred image of the entire scene, or selected area in the image. Using a
DSLR camera, you can choose zoom, focus, exposure and aperture values, which have been achieved by editing the parameters in
the preview images. Once you are satisfied with the outcome, you can export any of them in any format (PNG, TIFF and PSD) and
use it in Photoshop, PS Elements, PhotoPad, Photoshop Elements, Photoshop Express or Pixelmator. Key Features: Depth of Field
Generator PRO is based on the concept of the Light Field Photography, originally developed by Ivan Yefremov. It has been
modified to be more flexible, faster and to work with almost any camera, lens and (if available) macro lens. In addition to the
traditional Bokeh effect, Depth Of Field Generator PRO is capable of producing a range of other optical effects, such as: i.
Conversion of image from the perspective of the camera sensor to the perspective of the observer of the subject (e.g. portrait
portraits, macro photography or any non-focal (zoom) photography). ii. Alternating opacity of images. iii. Overlaid images with
different aperture. Adobe Photoshop CS4 Creative Suite Contains powerful, innovative tools for the creation of images, videos and
websites. Photoshop is the leading tool for image editing and an essential part of the Creative Suite. All application and content
included in the Photoshop Creative Suite. Instantly design and create graphics, videos, and web pages with Adobe Photoshop.
Organize your images and video clips into custom albums, layers, and shapes, then organize and work together on the same images
or video clip collections. Quickly and easily create videos and web pages by using professional-quality tools. Adobe Photoshop
Elements 2.0 Extended is the most powerful and easy-to-use digital photo editing software for everyone.
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Depth of field is an amazing effect with countless applications, from creative to scientific to art, and DPReview.com is proud to
provide this complete product to Photoshop users through this exclusive review program. Make your images look fantastic and
easily add Depth Of Field effects to your workflow through this phenomenal plugin. With Depth Of Field Generator PRO you can
easily create dramatic Depth Of Field effect on the subject of your photo or simply on a specific area of your photo. What it can do:
Create realistic Depth Of Field effects Resize and resize your photos using different sizes of the canvas Adjust the size of the focal
area by changing the view and zoom Add Depth of Field by changing aperture (F-stop) Add Stagify effect to images Apply jpg
compression to your images Add sharpness or blur to images and pictures Add Grain to images Add macro effect Adjust resolution
of canvas Selection and eraser tool Adjustable Levels tool GIF and JPG export Presets using the maximum settings Integrate depth
of field in Image Processor Preview and export image sizes, as well as opacity, blur, color and grain Depth Of Field Generator PRO
video tutorial To enhance and "fake" depth of field, Depth Of Field Generator PRO can be a great tool to increase depth of field in
your photo, in different and amazing ways. Follow this video tutorial to learn how to work with this depth of field generator and get
a better understanding of its features. Details: Ease of use Depth Of Field Generator PRO provides a clean interface and the user
will be able to easily manage the effect. Language The menus and toolbars are clearly translated. Flexible Interface Depth Of Field
Generator PRO is fully customizable, so you can change the look and feel of the plugin without modifying its core functionality.
Dependencies Depth Of Field Generator PRO is fully standalone. Multi-platform Depth Of Field Generator PRO can be installed
and used on both Windows and Mac systems. Version This is an updated version of Depth Of Field Generator, released 3 years ago.
Requirements Depth Of Field Generator PRO works on OS X 10.6 and later. Requires at least Photoshop CS5 to run (5.5.x will
work on earlier versions of Photoshop). Requires free Adobe Photoshop Extended 09e8f5149f
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Depth Of Field Generator PRO offers you a great deal of control over depth of field through the high quality controls and features
in this Photoshop plugin. The package contains features such as: You can select from over 100 predefined and customizable bokeh
and DOF effects Fine-tune controls of all Bokeh and DOF parameters Customize Brightness, Contrast, Saturation and Sharpening
Apply image effects to all or part of the image Export standard or customized Bokeh and Depth of Field effects Save presets for
fast recall later Use Import presets to load other presets Our Depth Of Field Generator PRO is also accompanied by a powerful
companion interface, ColorDepthOfFieldSliders, that allows you to quickly adjust and save all your Bokeh, DOF and Exposure
parameters in a single process. DeepSkyStacker is an innovative neural network-based stargazing photo stacking software, which
can combine images taken from deep-sky imaging devices such as CCD and CMOS cameras. The program can be used to create
single-image deep-sky images (and other images too), and also as a robust stargazing program. Features of DeepSkyStacker Create a
stargazing image from a single or multiple CCD or CMOS image files. Decompress and rotate/stitch sub-images to create a depth
map. The program can create a stargazing image using a "height map" instead of a depth map, so you can create an image with a
relatively clear background. Create a star trail image from multiple CCD image files, and create a deep-sky image and make a star
map of these. Precise rotation, crop, shift and mirror adjustment. DeepSkyStacker can be used as a neural network-based stargazing
program without data processing. Using multiple image files as input, one for each telescope, you can create stargazing images using
an entire network. Create an image-processing steganography program. Create a stargazing photo album from your deep-sky
images. Create a stargazing image using a depth map. Create a star trail from multiple CCD images. Create a star map of several
star fields. Aromatic Reaction: A Curious Side-Effect of Sunflower Extracts- Utilizing Today’s Trends You May Also Like To
Know How To Get Rid Of Tur

What's New in the?

Powerful plugin which is capable of producing high quality, complex bokeh and depth of field effects. You can use Depth of field
without any costly professional camera equipment. Depth of field is a characteristic of optics that makes images appear sharper in
front of a subject and blurrier in the background. Depth of Field generator Pro plugin could be activated by clicking on Depth Of
field plugin shortkey in Photoshop and some predefined modes for final result like Bokeh, Bokeh with multiple focus stacking and
so on. Macro Mode in Depth of Field Generator PRO, Depth of field generator PRO will automatically combine the images of
several different focus positions into one picture as macro photography. Depth of Field Generator PRO is a plugin for Photoshop
CS5/CS6/CS7 and CC. How to Install: 1. Double click on the installer file. 2. Install the plugin and start Photoshop. 3. Press the
Depth Of field shortkey and choose one Depth Of Field mode. 4. Press the Left mouse button on the area where you want to
generate depth of field effect. 5. Press and hold the mouse button on the image to have a Bokeh picture. 6. Press the Right mouse
button to have a resized picture with multiple depth of field effect. 7. Note: There are some sample images included in Depth of
field generator Pro download. Thanks to Lightroom 2.4 and Capture One 5.4.1, Depth of field plugin is compatible with this latest
version. Recent changes: 1. Bug fixes Depth Of Field Generator PRO is a powerful plugin capable of producing high quality,
complex bokeh and depth of field effects. You can use Depth of field without any costly professional camera equipment. Depth of
field is a characteristic of optics that makes images appear sharper in front of a subject and blurrier in the background. Depth of
Field generator Pro plugin could be activated by clicking on Depth Of field plugin shortkey in Photoshop and some predefined
modes for final result like Bokeh, Bokeh with multiple focus stacking and so on. Macro Mode in Depth of Field Generator PRO,
Depth of field generator PRO will automatically combine the images of several different focus positions into one picture as macro
photography. Depth Of Field Generator PRO is a plugin for Photoshop CS5/CS6/CS7 and CC. How to Install: 1. Double click on
the installer file. 2. Install the plugin and
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System Requirements For Depth Of Field Generator PRO:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 (SP1), 8 (SP1), or 10 Processor: Intel Pentium Dual Core E5300 2.4 GHz or better Memory: 2 GB
RAM Graphics: Intel HD 4000 DirectX: Version 9.0 Network: Broadband Internet connection Hard Drive: 20 GB available space
Sound Card: Not required, but recommended Additional Notes:
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